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GENDER PHENOMENON ON CAROLINE FOR SEX EDUCATION AND 

LIFE IN PATRICIA CABOT EDUCATING CAROLINE (2001):  

A FEMINISM APPROACH 

Abstrak 

Penelitian ini bertujuan 1) untuk mengetahui gender yang digunakan oleh Patricia 

dalam usahanya untuk mendapatkan pendidikan sexual dan hidup dalam Educating 

Caroline Patricia Cabot (2001): pendekatan feminism, dan 2) untuk mengetahui 

usaha yang terbentuk dari Caroline untuk mendapatkan cinta sejati dari pendidikan 

sexual ditinjau dari gender feminism. Penelitian ini termasuk dalam penelitian 

kualitatif. Metode pengumpulan data dalam  penelitian ini adalah; membaca novel 

berulang, membuat catatan dari hal penting dari sumber dat primer dan sekunder, 

mencatat dalam komputer atau media lain, mencari melalui internet untuk 

mendapatkan informasi mengenai artikel sesuai topik yang dibahas. Hasil dari 

penelitian ini menunjukkan bahwa dalam Gender Identity, di mana Caroline 

membuat sebuah perjanjian yang gila dengan Branden untuk belajar tentang sex. 

Kecurigaan merupakan perasaan yang hampir sama dengan cemburu. Caroline 

membandingkan Lady Jacqulyn lebih cantik darinya terutama dari bentuk tubuhnya. 

Biological Sex, dapat dilihat dari pakaian yang dikenakan oleh Caroline. Caroline 

menyebutkan bahwa terdapat kristal pada gaunnya, hal ini menunjukkan bahwa gaun 

menjadikan style dari Caroline dan juga karakteristiknya. 

Kata Kunci: fenomena gender, educating caroline, pendekatan feminisme  

Abstract 
This study aims 1) To find out the Gender used by Patricia to struggle for sex 

education and life in Patricia Cabot Educating Caroline (2001): A Feminism 

Approach and  2) To find out struggle finally formed at Caroline to get reall love 

from her sex education, viewed from Gender of feminism. This research includes the 

qualitative research. Data collection technique of this research is read the novel more 

than once, taking notes of the important parts in both primary and secondary data 

sources, the note can be in computer or in other notes, browsing to the internet to get 

some information article that related to the topic. The results of this analysis show 

that gender identity where Caroline make a crazy appointment with Braden and but 

part of sex education for Caroline. Suspicious is the feeling and it almost the same 

with jealousy. Caroline compares that Lady Jacquelyn is more beautiful than she is 

especially in body shape. Lady Caroline has large breast where larger than she is. 

The biological sex related to clothes that wear by Caroline. Caroline mention finding 

loose crystal bead on her skirt, it shows that the skirt become Caroline’s style and 

maybe also characteristic. 

Keywords: gender phenomenon, educating caroline, feminism approach 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Meggin Patricia Cabot was born and and raised in Bloomington, Indiana, USA, 

daughter of Barbara and C. Victor Cabot, a college professor. She also lived in 
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Grenoble, France and Carmel, California (the setting for her bestselling Mediator 

series) before moving to New York City after graduating with a bachelor’s degree in 

fine arts from Indiana University. On her life she wrote a lot of literary works, such 

as 1-800-Where-R-You? series (which has been reprinted under the title Vanished 

and was made into the Lifetime series called Missing), as well as numerous other 

award-winning, best-selling stand-alone books and series, including All-American 

Girl and Avalon High (on which an original Disney Channel movie was based), and 

several books told entirely in emails and text messages (Boy Next Door/Boy Meets 

Girl/Every Boy’s Got One). Meg’s newest series include the tween hit Allie Finkle’s 

Rules for Girls, the YA trilogy Airhead, and Abandon, the first book in a new 

paranormal series for young adult readers (the sequel, Underworld, will be in US 

stores in spring 2012). Insatiable, Meg’s first paranormal romance for adult readers, 

was followed by a sequel, Overbite, in July 2011. 

Viewed from gender it self female has their own characteristic that can show 

their feminism side, such as their shape (anatomy), their appearance, their emotion, 

their move, etc. Hence, with that kin dof gender, finally they can choose how they 

will live. Related to the feminism perspective, that it means to understand and 

deconstruct the ‘normal appearing’ social order to unravel the hidden transcripts of 

patriarchy and female/women subordination and subjugation. It ‘discovers’ the 

hidden reality of male domination which is made to be appear ‘normal’. It means 

that, finally the gender it self can create the huge differentiation between male and 

female, and finally the decision is that male always on top. But, nowadays with 

feminsim, people try ro show that female also can be on top, like male, by using the 

power of their gender power. 

Educating Caroline tells about historical romance and little bit comedy. Lady 

Caroline Linford – Dowager Lady Bartlett’s daughter have been engaged with Lord 

Hurst Slater, Marquise of Winchilsea. In the night Caroline find his fiance was make 

love with Lady Jacquelyn, pretty, sexy and seductive woman. Strange and unique 

conditions all at once this shameful, is the beginning of a determined action which he 

did later. When she found that the effort to break her engagement, opposed by the 

family, intimidated even by the shadow of her good name tainted until lawsuits, this 
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is made her decide to give a new surprise for his fiance. She decided to ask for help 

to Branden Granvile, he is the Lothario of London to give lesson about love that can 

attract her fiancee.  

Researcher uses gender as a phenomenon to be discussed on the novel viewed 

from feminism perspective. A Feminist perspective means to understand and 

deconstruct the ‘normal appearing’ social order to unravel the hidden transcripts of 

patriarchy and female/women subordination and subjugation. It ‘discovers’ the 

hidden reality of male domination which is made to be appear ‘normal’. Highlighting 

the nuanced natureof feminist perspective, Menon (2012: viii) states that “A feminist 

perspective recognizes that the hierarchical organizing of the world around gender is 

key to maintaining social order; that to live lives marked ‘male’ and ‘female’ is to 

live different realities.” Thus the feminist perspective brings out the complex nature 

of reality; it goes beyond the natural and attempts to debunk the reality from the 

vantage position of the oppressed and marginal, in this case, women. Tong (1989: 

39) outlines that “Whereas socialist feminists believe that gender and class play an 

approximately equal role in any explanation of women’s oppression, Marxist 

feminists believe that class ultimately better accounts for women’s status and 

function(s).” Thus the thorny issue among them is whether class or sex is at the core 

of differentiating ‘men and women’. 

So, there are interesting points of the novel to be researched. First the women 

(Caroline) characthers in the novel has strong characteristic on her way to get great 

sex education and also her lust. Second, the novel is one of greates novel with a lot of 

viewer all aver the world. The novel is romance novel, so the readers imagine the 

story easily. Third, the novel has interesting plot, where there is gender role within 

viewed from feminism perspective.  

The researcher uses the phenomenon of genre to analyze the novel in one thesis 

title: Gender Phenomenon on Caroline for Sex Education and Life in Patricia 

Cabot Educating Caroline (2001): A Feminism Approach. 
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2. METHOD 

This research includes the qualitative research. Data collection technique of this 

research is read the novel more than once, taking notes of the important parts in both 

primary and secondary data sources, the note can be in computer or in other notes, 

browsing to the internet to get some information article that related to the topic. 

 

3. RESEARCH FINDING AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Gender Used by Patricia to Struggle for Sex Education and Life in Patricia 

Cabot Educating Caroline (2001 viwed from Feminism Approach 

3.1.1. Biological sex 

Biological sex refers to the physiological and anatomical characteristics of 

maleness and/or femaleness with which a person is born. It means the form of 

bilogical sex such as, human voice and anatomy (hair, smile, eyes, muscle, the 

way human walk, etc).  

(Educating Caroline/Pg.7/par.5) 

Of course, her breasts weren’t nearly so large as Lady Jacquelyn’s. 

 

The above quotation shows that there is biological sex related to 

Caroline’s anatomy. The quotation explain about her breasts weren’t nearly 

so large as Lady Jacquelyn’s, so, it can be seen that, Caroline is a woman 

where she has breast, but not as large as Lady Jacquelyn. Based on human’s 

anatomy, breast is part of human’s body, but the quotation mention the 

comparation between caroline and lady jacquelyn, and it shows that Caroline 

is a woman. Large breast become part of woman’s characteristic where it can 

be seen visually from the shape 

3.1.2. Gender identity 

Gender Identity refers to one’s psychological sense of oneself as a male, 

female, gender transgressive, etc. The form of gender identity can be seen on 

each human’s psychology, such as for woman, they are soft, calm, full of 

jealousy feeling, wants to be admitted, etc. Below quotation are the gender 

Identity of Carline in Educating Caroline Novel.  
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The situation is that Caroline make an appointment with Braden and the 

appointment is not a usual appointment, but part of sex education for Caroline. 

Both involved in an appointment related with sexual education. Caroline asks 

him to teach her how to make love, supposed her fiancé loves her and never 

far from her. It can be seen on below quotation.  

(Educating Caroline/Pg.15/Par.5). 

 

Caroline’s heart, which had skipped a beat when she’d first seen Braden 

Granville come down the hall, now started to beat so fast, she was 

certain it might burst. Good Lord, she thought, irrationally. He’s going 

to kiss me. He’s going to do to me whatever it is he’s done to all those 

women he’s supposedly bedded. And I shall be perfectly incapable of 

stopping him, because he’s the Lothario of London.  

 

The above quotation shows that Caroline has a regujlar feeling as a 

woman, related to strange fast heart beat. This kind of feeling usually appear 

when people wants to feel new kind of event that new for them, especially 

woman, and sex education is something strange for woman or it can be called 

as a taboo action that mus not be happen. The first respond of Caroline is 

afraid and confuse with many kinds of consequences such as being kissed and 

treated like other women in town. This is natural if Caroline afraid at the first 

time they met. The above sexual education of Caroline belongs to express love 

and intimacy in appropriate ways and develops and maintains meaningful 

relationships, where she tries to show her intimacy with stranger and tries to 

develop her power to show that woman like her is good for other man, 

especially for Hurst 

3.1.3. Gender expression 

Gender Expression refers to the behavior and/or physical appearance that a 

person utilizes in order to express their own gender. This may or may not be 

consistent with socially constructed gender roles. Below, the gender 

expression in Educating Caroline appears. The gender expression usually in a 

form of shape that shows that someone is woman or man (female or male).  
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On the next quotation shows that woman can be seen visually on their 

shape and how they express their selves from the appearance, and one of it 

with clothes.  

(Educating Caroline/Pg.9/par.8) 

What would be the point? I’d only be arrested. Caroline, finding a 

loose crystal bead on her skirt, pulled on it distractedly. 

 

The above quotation shows the biological sex related to clothes that 

wear by Caroline. Caroline mention finding loose crystal bead on her skirt, it 

shows that the skirt become Caroline’s style and maybe also characteristic. 

Skirt as a symbol of women’s clothes and it become the characteristic of 

femaleness. Skirt is not part of human’s anatomy (woman’s anatomy) but skirt 

become a symbol of woman around the world, or even from they are born. 

3.2 Kind of struggle finally formed at Caroline to get reall love from her sex 

education, viewed from Gender of feminism 

Even though Patricia stand as a part of royal family but she does not have royal 

characteristic, where she is so calm. Then after she gets bad threat from her 

fiance, finally she makes decision to make revenge by trying to learn sex. But in 

the middle of her sex education with Granville, she feels that she is being tide 

with him, the feeling of love appear. So, to get it, she tries to increase her gender 

identity, by showing her psychological sense of oneself as female, and gender 

transgressive. She shows her psychology power, her softness, calm, full of 

jealousy feeling, wants to be admitted, passion or lust etc. It can be seen on 

below quotation. 

(Educating Caroline/Pg.89/par.6) 

It was on the tip of her tongue to say yes. To say yes to this man who 

possessed such a miraculous ability to steal her breath—not literally, 

of course, but it did seem as if no sooner did he come near her than 

she was fighting to breathe, fighting to keep calm, fighting not to 

notice little things about him, like the way the dark hair at his neck 

curled against his high starched collar, or the fact that his eyelashes 

were coal black and almost as long as her own. 

 

The above quotation shows the first time of Caroline meets with Granville. At 

the first site, she feels that this is the first time her heart beating so hard after 
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making eye contact with man. The man is Granville. She struggle to fight her fast 

breath and fast beat by trying to keep calm. This is a start where finally she 

knows Granville and asking for help on him on sex education. 

4. CONCLUSION 

In the novel shows that Caroline is a woman that is not so perfect in body shape, 

where she has breast, but not as large as Lady Jacquelyn. Large breast become part of 

woman’s characteristic where it can be seen visually from the shape. The biological 

sex related to clothes that wear by Caroline. Skirt as a symbol of women’s clothes 

and it become the characteristic of femaleness. 

Gender Identity where Caroline make a crazy appointment with Braden and 

but part of sex education for Caroline. Caroline has a regular feeling as a woman, 

related to strange fast heart beat. This kind of situation and condition on Caroline is 

natural. Caroline afraid at the first time they’re both met.  

Suspicious is part of human’s psychological characteristic and most have by 

woman. Suspicious is the feeling and it almost the same with jealousy. Caroline feels 

that she does not have that kind of emotion because she is as one of royal people who 

has no fluency on that. Caroline compares that Lady Jacquelyn is more beautiful than 

she is especially in body shape. Lady Caroline has large breast where larger than she 

is. This kind of jealousy feeling is usual for woman arround the world, where 

sometimes they feel born not right comparing the other woman.  

The biological sex related to clothes that wear by Caroline. Caroline mention 

finding loose crystal bead on her skirt, it shows that the skirt become Caroline’s style 

and maybe also characteristic. Skirt as a symbol of women’s clothes and it become 

the characteristic of femaleness. People in England will know that the woman is 

coming from the royal family from their clothes especially gloves. 

Kind of struggle finally formed at Caroline to get reall love from her sex 

education, viewed from Gender of feminism appears where she was borns as a royal 

family so, she has calm character. But on sex education there are struggle that finally 

formed at Caroline related to her passion and lust because of feeling alone and 

betrayed. After she gets bad threat from her fiance, finally she makes decision to 
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make revenge by trying to learn sex. So, to get it, she tries to increase her gender 

identity, by showing her psychological sense of oneself as female, and gender 

transgressive. She shows her psychology power, her softness, calm, full of jealousy 

feeling, wants to be admitted, passion or lust. Caroline can not holds her passion and 

lust when Granville lips touched her lips. Eventhough on her mind she knows that it 

is to fast and to far, but she can not move and refuses it. She has no power to refuse 

because the power of lust is stronger. 
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